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The placement record for the 2023 batch of Engineering students is exceptional. 
We are thrilled to share that more than 10 esteemed companies offered 
opportunities during the month of July. We take immense pride in announcing that 
our students have been successfully recruited by renowned organizations such as 
Airbus, Avin Systems, SEG Automotive India Pvt Ltd, Flowserve, OmneNest 
Technologies, Rinex Technologies. Heartfelt congratulations to all the selected 
students for their outstanding achievements! As we celebrate the success of our 
2023 batch, we are already gearing up with great anticipation for the upcoming 
2024 Batch Placements. Our commitment to providing excellent career 
opportunities for our students remains unwavering, and we look forward to yet 
another successful placement season.

Prof. Rashmi Bhandary
Dean-Training

Placement and Career Guidance Cell 



Sanria Engineering and Consulting Pvt Ltd.

Sanria Engineering is hiring Mechanical and Civil Engineering students from the 2023 passed out batch. They are 
hiring for the position of Trainee Engineer. SANRIA Engineering is a technology-driven BIM and engineering 
services company helping customers manage their projects better using their software tools and services.

They use AI/ML technologies to detect issues early in the projects to reduce project life cycle time and cost 
overruns. Their Engineering services include Structural Steel Connection Design Engineering, Preconstruction 
planning and estimation, BIM Modeling, Automation, Risk Management and As-Built Engineering.

Codeyoung Hiring

Codeyoung is hiring Engineering Students and MBA Students from the 2024 outgoing batch. They are hiring for 
the position of International Sales Specialist -US Shift. The package offered is INR 7.36 LPA (4.36 LPA fixed + 3 
LPA incentives paid on a monthly basis).

Codeyoung was started by two passionate and visionary IIT graduates, with the vision to make every kid in the 
world to be problem solver, creative leader, and innovator for the future. Codeyoung is one of the fastest-growing 
tech companies, with a strong presence in 16+ countries globally. They are known for their quality and 
customer-centricity.

Ankita Anil Nadkarni from Electronics & Communication Engineering and Samarth Yadav from Computer Science 
& Engineering have been recruited by Avin Systems Pvt Ltd. The salary package offered is INR 3.6 LPA.
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Recruited by AVIN Systems Pvt Ltd.



Recruited by SEG Automotive India Pvt Ltd

Recruited by Flowserve

FACE Prep Hiring

Preethi PS, Dept. of Electronics & Communication Engineering from the 2023 passed out batch, has been 
recruited by SEG Automotive for the position of Graduate Apprentice Trainee with a salary package of INR 4.0 
LPA.

Pranesh V Rai, Abhishek Bhaskar Acharya, Jeevan H P and Abhijith Bhaskar Acharya of Mechanical Engineering 
from the 2023 passed out batch, have been recruited by Flowserve for the position of Junior Engineer with a 
salary package of INR 6.69 LPA in the recently held interview in Bengaluru on 10th July 2023.

FACE Prep is hiring Engineering students from the 2023 passed out batch. The hiring is for the position of 
Associate Trainer and the salary package offered is INR 3.06 LPA.

FACE Prep is an industry leader in Education Services and Skill Development. Since founding in 2008, FACE Prep 
has positively impacted millions of students in the country – across recruitment test preparation, employment 
training, higher education admissions and more.
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Recruited by OmneNest Technologies Pvt Ltd.

Shravya K, Sanjay Shetty, Chaithali R Shetty from Computer Science & Engineering and Sharanya M from 
Information Science & Engineering from the 2023 passed out batch have been recruited by OmneNest for the 
position of Software Developer in the recently held interview on 24th June, 2023.

Recruited by AIRBUS

Aishwarya K from the Dept of Information Science & Engineering, from the 2023 passed out batch, has been 
recruited by AIRBUS for the position of Associate Systems Engineer, with a salary package of INR 12 LPA.

Airbus is an international reference in the aerospace sector. They design, manufacture and deliver 
industry-leading commercial aircraft, helicopters, military transports, satellites and launch vehicles, as well as 
providing data services, navigation, secure communications, urban mobility and other solutions for customers on 
a global scale. They aim for a better-connected, safer and more prosperous world.

Euronext Solutions Hiring

Euronext Solutions is hiring students from Computer Science, Information Science and Electronics & 
Communication Engineering from the 2024 outgoing batch. They are hiring for the role of Trainee Analyst. The 
salary package offered is INR 5.50 LPA.

Euronext Solutions provides trusted and reliable Technology, Business consulting, and Operational capabilities, in 
addition to finance and HR services. They also offer a range of additional value-added services, including 
technology and managed services, corporate and investor services and post-trade services
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Gerent Hiring

Gerent is hiring candidates from Computer Science, Information Science and Electronics & Communication 
Engineering from the 2023 passed out batch. The hiring is for the position of Salesforce/MuleSoft Developer and 
the salary package offered is INR 5.5 LPA - INR 7.0 LPA.

GERENT was founded in 2008 with a mission to guide businesses in navigating the path to Salesforce success. 
They started out as the partner’s partner – a subcontractor for larger Salesforce partners, including Salesforce’s 
own professional services division. These partners would hire their expert teams to effectively manage and 
execute a wide variety of global Salesforce projects. In 2016, the tables turned, and they started creating value 
and success for Salesforce customers directly. Other partners recognized their team as having some of the best 
and brightest experts in the field.

Toyota Industries Engine India Pvt Ltd Hiring
Toyota Industries Engine India Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore is hiring for Civil Engineers from the 2022 and 2023 passed out 
batch. They are hiring for the role of Graduate Apprentice Trainee with the stipend of INR 25,000 during the 
training period. The roles and responsibilities include analysing and planning. Technical and Professional 
competency is required.

Toyota Industries Engine India (TIEI) is a subsidiary of Toyota Industries Corporation, Japan (TICO). TIEI has been 
involved in the manufacture of critical transmission parts for the Toyota Group, since the year 2004. TIEI started 
the new Engine business in March 2016. This state-of-the-art facility is the first Diesel engine plant of Toyota in 
India and third globally, after Japan & Thailand. In 2022, they started manufacturing TNGA Gasoline and Hybrid 
Engines. This is the first mass produced Hybrid Engine manufactured in India. They currently manufacture High 
performance and High fuel-efficient Global Diesel engines for the Toyota vehicles in India and Asia Pacific region. 
Also, the Gasoline and Hybrid Engines manufactured by them power the new range of vehicles in India and 
overseas.

KPMG Capture the Flag 2023 virtual Hackathon

KPMG India is organizing Capture the Flag 2023 virtual Hackathon on 28th July, 2023 for the 2024 outgoing 
batch Engineering students. The event aims to bring the brightest minds and passionate students together and 
provide them a platform to showcase their problem-solving abilities in various cyber security domains. All 
participants will receive a certificate of participation based on engagement and challenges attempted. The 
winners of the hackathon would get the opportunity to work with and learn from the cyber security team at KPMG 
in India.
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Recruited by Rinex Technologies

Hariprasad Marla, Jash, Gautham V Ghetia from the Dept. of Computer Science & Engineering from the 2023 
passed out batch have been recruited by Rinex Technologies for the role of Business Development Executive. 
Salary offered is up to INR 5.2 LPA.

Japanese Delegates visited Sahyadri

Mr. Emil Lai-Chairman at "LIC Corporation Co.Ltd, Mr. Koji Nakano-CEO Gakurinsha Co.Ltd, Mr. Pravis 
Ravindranath-COO- Talent Acquisition -Ajinorah Global Ventures, visited Sahyadri on 31st July, 2023.They had a 
productive meeting with Prof. Rashmi Bhandary-Dean Placement. The key objective of their visit is to provide 
Japan Technical Intern Training Program for the students. This training will help students to reach international 
platform. The delegates emphasized their eagerness to offer our students a unique opportunity to experience 
Japanese work culture and enhance their global perspectives. They also expressed keen interest in forging a 
stronger partnership between college and reputable Japanese organizations
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